Targeting adenovirus to CD80 and CD86 receptors increases gene transfer efficiency to malignant glioma cells.
Gene therapy protocols for malignant gliomas utilize adenoviral vectors that rely almost exclusively on the adenovirus serotype 5 (Ad5) backbone. The authors have previously shown that chimeric vectors that bind to the Ad3 receptor, or CD46, increase the transduction efficiency of malignant brain tumors. In light of the debate regarding the efficacy of CD46 compared with CD80/CD86 in binding Ad3 virions, the authors now examine the expression and transduction efficiency of Ad5/3 chimeras that bind via CD80/CD86. The authors first analyzed CD80/CD86 expression in glioma cell lines. They then used three replication-defective vectors containing a luciferase reporter gene: Ad5/3 (containing the tail and shaft domain of Ad5 and the knob domain of Ad3); Ad3/5 (containing the tail of Ad5, shaft of Ad3, and knob of Ad5); and Ad3/3 (containing the tail of Ad5, shaft of Ad3, and knob of Ad3). These vectors were analyzed both in vitro and in vivo against malignant glioma cells. To examine further the effect of Ad5/3 fiber modification, the authors created an oncolytic vector, conditionally replicative Ad5/3 (CRAd5/3). The Ad5/3 vector showed a 10- to 100-fold enhanced transduction efficiency of malignant glioma compared with replication-defective wild-type adenovirus (reAd5) (p < 0.05). Moreover the use of Ad5/3 reduced transgene expression by more than 90% in normal human brain cells compared with reAd5. Finally, the use of CRAd5/3 inhibited tumor cell proliferation by 43% more than replication-competent wild-type virus in vitro (p < 0.05). The results of this study demonstrate that the Ad5/3 vector offers superior transduction efficiency and low toxicity in the setting of brain tumors, and therefore represents a potential new approach to gene therapy for malignant gliomas.